Call for Papers
2024 IEEE 20th International Conference on Automation Science and Engineering
August 28 – September 1, 2024, Bari, Italy

Present your IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters (RA-L) paper at CASE 2024!

We invite authors of IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters (RA-L) papers (excluding survey papers) to present their work at the 2024 IEEE International Conference on Automation Science and Engineering (CASE 2024), one of the two flagship conferences of the IEEE Robotics & Automation Society.

You will submit your paper as a “Presentation-only paper” with no further review. By doing this, your research can reach a much broader audience in a timely fashion and receive more feedback.

Accepted submissions will make oral presentations at the conference and be listed in the final program but will not appear in IEEE Xplore.

To be eligible for presentation at CASE 2024, your paper must be transferred between August 1, 2023, and April 30, 2024. The paper must be transferred within 270 days of acceptance. Authors may not request any acceleration or delay of the review process based on these time windows. Authors will receive an email notification from PaperCept regarding the paper transfer process, and they may select the conference at which they wish to present their work. Please note that eligible papers may only be presented at one conference.

CASE 2024 will be held on August 28 – September 1, 2024, in charming Puglia (or Apulia), Italy. Puglia is a little slice of idyllic, sun-kissed Italia on the Adriatic Sea coast. An important economic center in Southern Italy, it is also a bridge between West and East with a multicultural, open, and friendly community.

The conference will focus on Automation 5.0: automation everywhere for better and smarter living and will include tutorials and workshops, a technical program of presentations, keynote lectures, and social events. The conference will cover a wide range of topics on Systems, Automation, Control theory, Autonomous Systems, Discrete Event Systems, Smart Cities, Robotics, Building Automation, Smart Mobility, Information and Communication Technologies, and Factory 4.0.

More information

For detailed submission guidelines and further information, please visit the official websites.

- RA-L Official Website: https://www.ieee-ras.org/publications/ra-l
- CASE 2024 Official Website: https://2024.ieeecase.org/

Important Dates:
- Paper Submission Deadline: April 30, 2024